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Summary

A generalised model for analysis of variance is introduced. Methods for
estimation of parameters m this model for non-orthogonal data are provided.
The results are applied for finding the total loss of information of balanced
and eflSciency balanced designs without any restriction on nj^'s, the elements
of the incidence matrix of a design.

Keywords: Non-orthogonal data : Eigen value; Contrast matrix, balanced
and efiSciency balanced design; Total loss of information.

Introdactioa

The model used for comparing treatment effects using the technique of
analysis of variance in two-way classified data is:

Yijti = (i + + 6; + eijt

((=1.2 v; j
k= 1,2 itij)

where is the fcth observation belonging to ith class of a treatment A,
having r levels and yth class of another factor, B, with r levels, / = ti,b]
etc., are the parameters representing the effects of different levels of the
two factors; ttij is the number of observations in the cell defined by the
Ith class of A and yth class of B and need not be zero or unity only.

There are many situations where the above model is not suitable. For
example, in factorial experiments a different model is used. Again, iii
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bio-assays the interest is not to compare the dose effects directly but to
estimate certain contrasts of the dose effects and as such a reparametris-
ed model is more suitable. Accordingly, we propose the following model
which can be applied in general in all situations :

Ytjk = + S cim am bj enit
fn=l

(/ = 1, 2. v; 7 = 1, 2, . . . , r) (1.1)

where c/m's are known coefiBcients of the unknown parameters am which
have to be estimated. The model involves the matrix of the known con
stants c//s namely,

C = [cii\f XV

(/ = 1, 2 v; j = 1, 2, . . . , v)

(1.2)

C is subject to the restriction that it is non-singular. Actually, the
parameters fli, fla . . . a, can be considered to be certain functions of
level effects of factors. When the data are non-orthogonal |in the usual
sense, the problem now is how to get the estimatesof the parameters and
conduct the appropriate analysis of variance.

1.1 Estimation and Analysis

Using matrix notation the normal equations for estimation of the
parameters in the above model through least squares are as below :

CT = C'ND + C'NCA + C'P'b

B = KE+ Kb + PCA

where C = [c(;]vxi>; T' = [Ti, T2 7v]ix»

r- "11 /J21 . . . Hyl -

P =
"is W»2 «V,

ftir • • • ^vr

B' = [J5i, Bi, . . . , 5,]iXr; b' ~ [61, 6? ^rjixr

E' = \m.m

A' = [fli, a flvjixv

D' = [m, m, ; m]ixi

'fX«

(1.3)

(1.4)
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and H/. = S Mi;; n.j = S nn, Ti is the total of the observationi
/=! i=l

belonging to the /th level of Ai: Bi is the total of the observations belong
ing the jth level of B; a/'s are the parameters to be estimated. Eliiiinat-
ing b from (1.3) using (1.4) we get

C'[T- K-^B] = C[N- P' K-^P] CA (1.5)

That is, '

R = C'[N- P' {K-^ P] CA (1.0)

where R is the v X 1 vector, C [T — P' K-'^B].

This is the general form of the reduced normal equations for estimat
ing the parameters Oi's.

Further investigation in regard to solution of these equations and
analysis of variance depends on the specific nature of the data and the
problem. Actually, the nature of the problem provides the t matrix.
For example, if the design be factorial, C-matrix [should be taken as an
orthogonal matrix where rows give the co-efficients of different main-
effects and interaction contrasts. In the present investigation we have
used the model for obtaining the total loss of informationin balanixd
and efficiency balanced designs where B/j can be anything.

2. iDTestigation of Loss of Information in Incomplete BIoclc Desigqs

Kshirsagar [4] and Tyagi [6] investigated the problem of finding the
total loss of information in designs following Yates conjecture that the
total loss of information in a confounded design is one less than the
number of blocks per replication. They, however, did not consider the
cases where rtij, the number of observations or ith treatment inyth block
is greater than unity. The present model can be very conveniently used
to investigate this problem particularly when the numbers of replications
are unequal and , can be greater than or equal to unity.

2.1 Total Loss of Information in Balanced Designs

(.et denote the incidence matrix of ^ variance bal9nced incomplete

\
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block design. Let r^, ri, . . . , r, be the numbers of replications of the
treatments and let Ki, K^,. .., Kt be the,block sizes and nt} denote the
number of times the /th treatment occurs in yth block. Further we define,

A = C~'r where t' is the row vector (fi, h, . . . , r«) formed of the
effects of treatment and A is the same v X 1 vector as defined earlier.

The reduced normal equations for such designs are

C'[N-P'K-^P)CA = R (2.1)

If C can be an orthogonal matrix, the above equations reduce to

tA = R (2.2)

where ^ is a scalar independent of the matrix C; (N — P' K~^P) is the
lymmetrical variance-covariance matrix of Qi's where Qi's are adjusted
treatment totals and C is any orthogonal matrix. It is well known that
if the product C (N — P' K-^P) C becomes a diagonal matrix, then the
diagonal elements are the eigen values of iN —P' K~^P). In the present
case each of the diagonal elements is g. Hence g is the eigen value of
multiplicity (v — 1). It can also be shown that the eigen value is equal
to Var (go —Cov. (Q<, Qj) for all balanced designs.

From this consideration it follows in general that if the solutions of
the reduced normal equations

[C (N - P' K-^P) C]A = R
be of the form A = G~^R, where G is a diagonal matrix, then the
elenients of G are the different eigen values of the variance-covariance
matrix of Qi's. In this situation the design can be said to be balanced
in the'sense that the different parametric contrasts of treatment effects

.are estimable mutually independently though perhaps with unequal vari-
ances^when the diagonal elements of G are unequal.

These results are illustrated by taking a variance balanced design given
by Das and Ghosh [I]. The following is the incidence matrix of variance
balanced design obtainable from the method of Das and Ghosh [1]
presented in Section 5.1.

Treatments

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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The parameters of the design are

V = 8, fc = 8, ri = 5, r, = 4, = 3, K»

We take C as the following orthogonal matrix

1 1 11

1

1

1

-1

1

2V2

1

-1

-1

1

-1 -1

-1 -1

1 -

-1

-1

-1 -

1

1 —

12.

1

-1

-1

1

1

1

-1

Using this matrix we find that the reduced normal equations are
40

12
A = R.

Thus 40/12 is the eigen value with multiplicity 7.

3^

Variance of the estimate of any individual a, is the coefficient of tfef
corresponding i?,-in the solution of a,, that is

Var(a,) =
12

40

In general, variance of the estimate of any o< is Var j(ai) = a*lg. ^

Moreover, the covariance of the estimates of any two a,'s is zejro.
This ensures that the information recovered on different a<'s is additive;

For investigation ofefficiency ofsuch a design let us compare it against
a randomised block design with replications equal to the average bf the
replications in the above variance balanced designs. Let r denote the
average replication. Then information recovered for estimating'any
contrast relative to this :Tahdomised block design is

t/t-t
/L0iS:0f information is 1 — 4^

r
<2.3)
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Hence, total loss of information is

(2.4)

as there are (v — 1) mutually orthogonal contrasts which are estimable
mutually independently.

In the example considered above

40 - , - 33
g= -TTT. V= 8 and r

12 ' 8

Hence total loss of information is

133

99

According to Tyagi (1969) total loss of information when the replica
tions are unequal in a balanced design is (b/r) —1. That is, for the design

under illustration it is —1=-||- —i = || .
T"

Tyagi has considered designs when a treatment can occur in a block
at most once. But here we have taken the general case without this
assumption. In this particular example one mj > 1 • (rtis = 5). Hence,
the two results need not be the same.

The total loss of information presented in (2.4) holds for all balanced
designs whether with or without equal numbers oF replications for any
type of cell frequencies. If the replications be equal and mj < 1 then in
the variance balanced designs which are the usual BIB designs, the eigen
yalne g of the variance-covariance matrix of the adjusted totals is r£
where £ it the efficiency factor of the design, that is,

rk'

Hence, total loss of information =(v —1) ^1
= (v - 1) (1 - £)

r

Thus the result obtained here agrees with the finding of Kshirsag^r [4]
for binary designs with equal number of replications.
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3. Loss of Information in EflBciency Balanced Designs

Puri and Nigam [5], Dey and Singh [3], Das and Ghosh [1] contribut
ed several series of eflBiciency balanced designs. Each of these Iseries of
designs is in one form or other a type of reinforced design (Das [2])
with usually one extra treatment and several extra blocks. It appears lo
far that no efl^ciency balanced design is available which is not of the
above form. Accordingly, we shall restrict ourselves to the analysis of
the above type of designs only.

Let to denote the extra treatment and ti, denote the V otheif
treatments in an efiSciency balanced design. For analysing designs
through the general model we shall get the set of reduced normal equa
tions as in (2.1). For eflSciency balanced designs of the-above type we
shall choose 'C'-matrix as shown below :

1

Vv + 1

V

1

*fv+\

-1

v(v +1) V^v(v + 1) ' ' 4v(v + 1)

Ov-ixi ... A^v-ixi

where O/xv-i is a row vector with each ofthe elements 0and 1) ^ (»>
is the last (v — 1) rows of a v X v orthogonal matrix in which the first
row elements are all equal.

Using this type of orthogonal matrix for C the reduced normal equa
tions as indicated in (1.6) for efficiency balanced designs come out as

GA = R (3.2)

where G is the following diagonal matrix:

0 0 0 ... 0

0 di 0 . . . 0

Q 0 d ... 0

_ 0 0 0 ... d J

d=yarQi - Cov (Qi, Qj) (i, j ^ 0)

(3.1)

(K+i) X (y+1)

(3,3)
and

(v + 1) rfi = v[Var (So) - 2 Cov Q,) + Cov (fii, Q,)] + d
•. (3.4)
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In such designs Cov (26, 2<) is constant independent of/, Cov (Qi, Qj)
= constant and Var (Qi) = constant (i, / = 1, 2, . . . , v).

Here, evidently and daxs two eigen values ofthe variance-covariance
matrix of the adjusted totals and dhas multiplicity V —

The solutions of o/s are

n

and

ai = ^ (i ^ 1, 2)

Accordingly, Var (oj) =

and Var («<) =
o»

and the covariance between the estimates of any two aj's (i —2,..., V)
is zero ensuring additivity of information recovered on them. For finding
efficiency we take completely randomised design with the same replica-
!tiohs of the treatments as in the efficiency balanced design.

If fla = ho h + kih + •'• + liv Uthen for acompletely randomised
design the estimate of is

"a, +/,
Cll = MO "I" + '21 - -r . • • '2v

To iy

where To, T^, etc., stand for the treatment totals.

V.r(i.) =c.(A+
The information recovered relative to CR design is thus

V ro r, r, /

Evidently this ratio has to be the same for every contrast as the designs
are efficiency balanced. This is actually the efficiency of the designs and
is denoted by E. If we take as I/\/2 (ti - h) its efficiency is J/r where
f is the replication of any of the treatments ii to <».
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As in these designs the estimates of mutually orthogonal contrasts of
ti's are also mutually orthogonal, the total loss of information is (K — 1)
(1 -E).

We have expressed below the total loss of information as a function of
parameters of different series of eflSciency balanced designs. There is one
series of designs in which there is no extra treatment. For this series V
has to be replaced by {V — 1) in relations 3.1 to 3.4 of pp. 67-77 of
Das and Ghosh [Ij.

3.1 Efficiency Balanced Designs with V + 1 Treatments

Efficiency balanced designs are obtained by reinforcing a' BIB design
with parameters V, b, r, k, Awith one extra treatment and a number of
n extra blocks « > 0. The extra treatment does not occur in any of the
original blocks but occurs,(r —A)/A times in each of the extra blocks,
and each of the other treatment occurs once in each of the extra blocks.
The two values of the eigen values are :

(F + 1) n(r- A) , ,
di = and d = rE + n.

WhereE is the efficiency factor of the original B.I.B. designand r + n
is the replication of each of the treatments, ti to t,.

The efficiencies of this series of design = <//(r + n)

rE+n

r + n

Total loss of information = F(1 — (,rE + n)/(r + «))

- (4^#)
3.2 Efficiency Balanced Designs with V Treatments

Efficiency balanced designs are obtained by reinforcing a B.I.B. design
with parameters v, b, r, k and Aby taking any number of n extra blocks
(n > 0). Any particular treatment, say, first one occurs r/X timesin each
of the extra blocks' and each of other treatment occurs once in each of
the extra blocks. The two eigen values are

di ="I (" + = -^ +»
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and eflSciency of this series of design = dlir + n )

nk + vX

Kir + n)

Total loss of information is thus (V — 1) (1 — (nk + v\)j{nk + kr))

_ (V- l)(r - A)
K(r + n)

Illustrations. These findings are illustrated below by taking two typical
designs.

1. We take the design with parameters v = A, b = 6, r = 2,, k = 2,
A = 1 and n = 1. Its incidence matrix P and the orthogonal matrix
C are shown below :

Treatments

P' =

Thus,

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 1

0 0 1 1
«

0 0 1 0 i!

0 0 0 1 1

i 2
L

1 1 1 1

r

c =

r 1
45

'0 0 0 0 0 "

0 10 Q 0 0

0 0 18 0 0

0 0 0 18 0

.0 0 0 0 18 ,

10 18di- g - 3

and eflSciency E — 3/4

1 1 1 1

^5 Vs 45 45

-1 -1 -1 -1

'llO 42Q V20

I 1 -1 -1

/4 4a 4a 4a

1 -1 1 -1

4a 4a 4 a

1 -1 -1 1

V4 4 a 4a 4a

; following diagonal matrix
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Total loss of information = 7(1 —J?) = 4 X 1/4= 1.
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Illustration 2. We have taken below an efficiency balanced design
where «« < 1. The parameters, incidence matrix and the C matrix for
the design are shown below :

Treatments

0 / 2 3 4

1 1 1 0 0"

1 1 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 IJ

C =

1 1 1 I 1

^5 ^5 45 45

1-1 -1 -1

45

-1

420 ^20 420 420 420

_i -r
44 44 44 44

1-1 1 -1

0

0

0

44 44 44 44

1 -1 -1 1

44 44 44 44

3, fc = 2, « = 2,p = l,q = I and A = 1Here, v = 4, b = 6, r

Thus

30
=

'0 0 0 0 0"

0 30 0 0 0

0 0 26 0 0

0 0 0 26 0

0 0 0 0 26

and d =
26

Efficiency, E = 13/15; Total loss of information = V(l — E)

=4(.-i|)
15

As the efficiency has been obtained relative to a completely randomised
design, the total loss obtained here need not agree with the result of
Tyagi. But if we find the efficiency relative to a randomised block design
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with replication equal to the averageof replications, that is, with r = 26/5
the efficiency for the estimate of the contrast is dijr. The efficiency
for the contrasts Oa, and Og is dlr each.

Hence total loss of information is

('-f)-('-f)
= 4^ after substituting values of dt and d and r and

2o

on simplification.
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